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This invention relates to improvements in stands or 
bases for Christmas trees and other objects, such as floor 
lamps and the like. - . 

It is one object of the present invention to provide a 
stand or support for Christmas trees and the like, hav 
ing a base member of such shape and size as to support 
larger offset or overhung weights than are likely to be 
imposed on the stand, thereby providing a safe support 
even though the article mounted in the stand is not other wise supported. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a stand 

or support for Christmas trees, clothes trees and the like, 
having a base member of such flexibility as to adjust to 
the unevenness of or variations from levelness which 
may be found in floors or other surfaces on which the 
base and the object thereon, are placed. . . . . . 

Another object of the invention is to provide a base 
member so shaped and constructed as to minimize the 
damage done to the pile of a carpet or rug on which the 
stand and the object supported thereby may be placed. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a separ 

able base member and cup member for receiving the 
end of a Christmas tree trunk and the like, to facilitate 
placing the cup in centered position on the tree trunk and 
placing the cup in centered position in the base. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

Christmas tree support or stand comprising a separable 
base and cup in which the coacting surfaces thereof are 
only frictionally engaged but substantially sealed and 
completely sealable against leakage of water between such 
Surfaces and beneath the stand. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a stand 

or support for Christmas trees and the like in which a base member is provided with a cup-like portion having 
a plurality of rounded end screws for positioning the 
trunk or other vertical member in the base in easily 
adjustable vertical relation thereto. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a Christ 

mas tree stand or support having a base rhember and a 
cup member which are easily separated and severally 
nested for shipment and storage of a plurality of stands 
or for storage of the stand in a household. 

Objects and advantages other than those above set 
forth will be apparent from the following description 
when read in connection with the accompanying draw 
ing in which: . 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a stand with the base 
member and the cup member thereof shown in separated 
positions. 1. 

Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view diametrically through 
the assembled stand. 

Fig. 3 is a top plan view of the cup member; and 
Fig. 4 is a vertical sectional fragmentary view of 

portions of the base member. 
Generally, the base member comprises a base and 

sleeve in the base. The base is made of sheet metal 
with a flange-like relatively low frusto-conical floor 
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engaging or rim section, a substantially horizontal inter 
mediate section of considerable width and a relatively 
high and wide angle frusto-conical central section having 
a frusto-conical sleeve through an aperture centrally 
therein. The base member is preferably 18 inches or 
more in diameter which provides a base capable of sup 
porting a weight, with no tendency toward tipping, of 
at least 200 pounds on a lever arm from the center of 
the base to a point vertically above the rim. The rim 
section and intermediate section of the base flex to adjust 
to as much as % inch differences (in a 18 inch diam 
eter base), in level of a floor. The cone angle of the 
rim section and its height are such that the weight of 
the stand and tree are distributed over a large area and, 
when used with "deep pile" carpet or rugs, some of the 
weight is borne by the intermediate section of the stand. 
A frusto-conical sleeve of approximately 5 inches 

diameter, is flanged to provide a groove for receiving an 
edge of the central base section, one sleeve flange being 
formed over the edge of such section to prevent removal 
or shifting of the sleeve relative to the base unless such 
parts are partially destroyed. A cup member with a 
frusto-conical side-wall is fitted into the sleeve to center 
the cup in the base and to retain the cup bottom above 
the level of the intermediate base section. A pointed 
pin or screw is fixed centrally in the bottom of the cup 
for initial positioning of the tree trunk and screws are 
provided through the cup side-wall and adjacent the lip 
thereof for further aligning the tree trunk with its axis 
on the cup axis, the screws having a spherical or rounded 
end for easily adjusting the tree trunk or other vertical 
member in truly vertical position. 

Referring specifically to the drawings, reference 
numeral 10 generally designates a base member, numeral 
11 generally designates a sleeve in the base member 
and 12 generally designates a cup member. The base 
member 10 is preferably of relatively light sheet metal 
(16 to 22 gauge) with some resilience when formed as 
shown in the drawings. Such metal need not be spring 
metal, the base proportions and shape being such as to 
obtain flexibility and resilience in some parts thereof while 
securing a high degree of rigidity in other parts thereof. 
The metal from which the base is formed, is initially 
annular but is formed to provide first or rim and second 
or top conical Sections with one intermediate horizontal 
section. 
The rim or first conical base section 16 of the base 

is formed inwardly (toward the center of the base) to 
provide a double thickness edge and the entire rim is 
formed as the frustum of a hollow cone of wide angle. 
In the usual case, the rim is the only portion of the 
stand engaging a floor or floor covering and the rim 
retains sufficient flexibility to bear on the floor around 
its entire periphery, the rim flexing and compensating 
for up to % inch difference in elevation at the ends of 
a rim diameter. Hence, the stand gives the equivalent 
of three legs in stability on an uneven floor while re 
taining the full radius of the base as the cantilever arm 
on which weights may be hung from the vertical axis of 
the base. 
The intermediate base section 17 is substantially hori 

Zontal and is preferably from one-eighth to one-tenth of 
a radius of the entire base in width. If desired, the 
Section 17 may be sloped slightly toward the center of 
the base but such sloping should be minimized to retain 
flexibility and resilience both radially and peripherally 
in the base section 17, even though such section is an 
annulus attached to other base sections at both of its 
circumferential edges. 
The Second conical or top base section 18 is also a 

frustum of a hollow cone and has a larger base diam 
eter of more than three-fourths of the total diameter 
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of the base member. The top section 18 extends up 
wardly from the intermediate base section 17 at a 
slightly greater angle than the angle of the base rim 16 
relative to a floor. The top base section is intended 
to be substantially rigid, and it has been impossible for 
applicant to detect flexing of such section even when 
as much as 200 pounds is applied on the end of a lever 
arm from the center of the base and at a point above 
the base rim. 

Sleeve 11 is formed with a conical side-wall 23 and 
a larger end of substantially the diameter of the aper 
ture in the base section 18. Adjacent the larger end 
of the sleeve, a flange 24 is formed by folding the sleeve 
side-wall on itself. In manufacturing the base member, 
the sleeve is then inserted in the base and the sleeve 
edge is formed over the base section 18 to provide a 
flange 25. The two sleeve flanges 24, 25 thus define a 
groove in the sleeve side-wall in which the edge of the 
base section 18 is retained, the flange being preferably 
formed into frictional horizontal relation with the base 
to avoid relative movements of the sleeve and the base. 
The closely spaced double ring formed by the flanges 
adds very materially to the rigidity of the top base sec 
tion. The smaller end of the sleeve extends into the 
base to a sufficient distance above the plane of the inter 
mediate base section 17 to avoid interference with flex 
ing of the base sections 16 and 17. 
The cup 12 has a conical side-wall 30 of the same 

angle as the wall of sleeve 11 and the side-wall is 
rounded into a flat bottom 31. The diameter of the 
cup is such that it is automatically centered and held 
in the sleeve 11 in vertical position when seated in the 
sleeve. A pin or screw 35 is fixed or threaded centrally 
in the bottom of the cup and extends a considerable 
distance upwardly from the cup bottom and on the axis 
of the cup. The pin or screw 35 is formed with a rela 
tively long taper point which can be readily driven 
into the trunk of the usual Christmas tree if desired. 
The cup 12 is preferably of one piece and of relatively 
heavy metal while the pin 35 is so affixed thereto as to 
be undisturbed by relatively heavy blows. It is how 
ever merely necessary to align the pin with the axis of 
the tree trunk and to adjust other means in the cup to 
hold the trunk securely in vertical position. 
The cup 12 is of a depth to provide a space of four 

to five inches from the bottom of the cup to a number 
of threaded holes through the cup side-wall, in which 
screws are severally adjustable. The screws comprise 
round or spherical surfaced pads 36 at one end to bear 
on the tree trunk and have heads 37 at the other end 
which are knurled or otherwise formed for easy grip 
ping. It has been found that the best alignment and 
adequate centering of a Christmas tree or the like is 
obtained by the use of rounded screw pads which per 
mit slight adjustments of the tree trunk as the pads 
form only round indentations in the bark and sap wood 
of the tree. Three screws are adequate but four screws 
are preferred. 
A cup of the dimensions given provides an adequate 

receptacle for water to prevent such rapid drying of the 
tree needles as to make the tree a fire hazard under 
usual conditions and during the length of time the tree 
is usually used. The lip of the cup extends beyond the 
contact line of the cup and the upper edge of the base 
sleeve, thus minimizing leakage of water below the 
stand if water is spilled in filling the cup. The sleeve 
and the cup side-walls being at the same angle, a rela 
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tively close fit is obtained and leakage between the 
sleeve and the cup can be completely prevented by plac 
ing a water-insoluble material such as petroleum jelly 
between the two parts, thus avoiding all possibility of 
unnoticed leakage of water onto the floor or floor 
covering beneath the stand. 

Although but one embodiment of the present inven 
tion has been illustrated and described, it will be appar 
ent to those skilled in the art that various changes and 
modifications may be made therein without departing 
from the spirit of the invention or from the scope of 
the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A Christmas tree stand comprising a base of uni 

tary sheet metal having a bottom portion and a top por 
tion and an intermediate portion, the bottom and top 
portions being hollow frusto-conical in shape and the 
intermediate portion being annular and planar, the top 
portion having an aperture therethrough and having a 
larger radius of substantially three-fourths of the bottom 
portion radius and the intermediate portion having a 
width of approximately one-fifth of the bottom portion 
radius, a hollow frusto-conical sleeve fixed at its larger 
end in the aperture in the top portion, and a cup hav 
ing a conical side wall at the same angle as the sleeve 
and fitting into the sleeve for the entire length thereof 
but extending no farther into the stand than the inter 
mediate portion when the stand is in tree-supporting 
position whereby the bottom and intermediate portions 
are free to flex under the weight of a tree, the top por 
tion being substantially rigid due to stiffening by the 
sleeve for holding the cup axially in substantially vertical 
position when supporting a tree thereby preventing con 
traction of the edges defining the aperture. 

2. A Christmas tree stand comprising a base of uni 
tary sheet metal having a bottom portion and a top por 
tion and an intermediate portion joining the bottom and 
top portions, the bottom and top portions being hollow 
frusto-conical in shape and the intermediate portion 
being annular and planar, the smaller end of the top 
portion being uppermost and having an aperture there 
through, a frusto-conical sleeve fixed at its larger end in 
the aperture in the top portion and extending down 
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wardly into the base, and a cup fitting into the sleeve 
for substantially the entire length thereof but extending 
no farther into the stand than the intermediate portion 
when the stand is in tree-supporting position whereby 
the bottom and intermediate portions are free to flex 
under the weight of a tree, the top portion being stiff 
ened to substantial rigidity by the sleeve and the cup 
for holding the cup axially in substantially vertical posi 
tion when supporting a tree, thereby preventing con 
traction of the edges defining the aperture. 
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